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“That nearly half of adults view low sugar content as more
important than the brand highlights how essential it is that

brands’ diet/light variants are widely available to retain
users. However, concerns continue to linger about artificial
sweeteners, translating to marked interest in plant-derived

sweeteners in the CSD (carbonated soft drink) market.”
– Colette Warren, Food and Drink Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

• A strong interest in lower-sugar CSDs without sweeteners
• NPD offers growth opportunities in own-label CSDs
• Whilst a low sugar content is important, so is the type of sweetener used

Value growth in the CSDs market has outpaced volume growth over the five years to 2015, reflecting
inflationary pressures. The weather and consumers cutting back on the amount of CSDs they drink –
with sugar concerns being a key driver for this – have dampened volume growth.

However, expected increase in real disposable incomes in 2015 should feed through to higher
consumer spending. This should help to keep sales of CSDs in growth as many users would buy more
CSDs if they had more money (See the Consumer - Attitudes towards CSDs).

The off-trade channel outperformed the on-trade in volume sales over the 2010-15 period, echoing the
wider trends of consumers cutting back on dining out. However, on-trade volume sales are expected to
return to growth going forward, on the back of rising real incomes.
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Total adspend falls by £7.5 million in 2014
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Coca-Cola invests £3.6 million in supporting the launch of new brand Coca-Cola Life

Total TV adspend fell by 31% in 2014

PepsiCo drives outdoor adspend
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Brand attitudes: Coca-Cola Life provides something different from other brands
Figure 33: Attitudes, by brand, April 2015

Brand personality: Fentimans’ price and product range promotes greater exclusivity
Figure 34: Brand personality – macro image, April 2015

Coca-Cola, Pepsi and Fanta most associated with taste

Brand Communication and Promotion

Brand Research – Carbonated Soft Drinks
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Figure 35: Brand personality – micro image, April 2015

Brand analysis

Fentimans’ sophisticated image promotes a particularly different proposition
Figure 36: User profile of Fentimans, April 2015

Coca-Cola is likely to maintain its strong position as most drunk brand
Figure 37: User profile of Coca-Cola, April 2015

Fanta flavours appear particularly appealing to younger consumers
Figure 38: User profile of Fanta, April 2015

Coca-Cola Zero has yet to fully develop trust from consumers
Figure 39: User profile of Coca-Cola Zero, April 2015

Coca-Cola Life has a more ethical image than other Coca-Cola brands
Figure 40: User profile of Coca-Cola Life, April 2015

Pepsi Max has similarity to Coca-Cola Zero but struggles to match its performance
Figure 41: User profile of Pepsi Max, April 2015

Pepsi struggles to match strength of perception of Coca-Cola
Figure 42: User profile of Pepsi, April 2015

Irn-Bru driven forward by Scotland
Figure 43: User profile of Irn-Bru, April 2015
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CSD usage reaches almost 80%
Figure 44: Usage of carbonated soft drinks, by type, March 2015

Diet/light CSDs are drunk more frequently than standard ones
Figure 45: Usage of carbonated soft drinks, by frequency, March 2015

More than a quarter of non-diet CSD drinkers have cut back
Figure 46: Changes in usage of CSDs compared to a year ago, March 2015

CSD consumption is most prevalent at home
Figure 47: Usage of carbonated soft drinks, by location, March 2015

Cola holds strong as the most popular CSD flavour
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Own-label CSDs enjoy high usage but modest sales
Figure 48: Attitudes/behaviours related to buying CSDs, March 2015

Opportunity to increase purchases of own-label CSDs with NPD

Boosting the offering of sparkling fruit juice would appeal

A third of users limit their intake of non-diet CSDs due to sugar concerns
Figure 49: Health attitudes related to CSDs, March 2015

One in four use light CSDs as healthy alternative when craving something sweet

The Consumer – Usage of CSDs

The Consumer – Attitudes towards CSDs
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‘Less sugar’ is key all round
Figure 50: Further attitudes towards CSDs, March 2015

The type of sweetener is important to consumers

A strong preference for low sugar without sweeteners
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